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Vowel- Consonant Interaction in Madurese

Stephanie Anderson

University of Texas, Austin

Madurese, a Malayo- Polynesian language, is of particular interest to
theories of vowel harmony and feature geometry because of the interac-
tion of consonants with vowels, and the problem of representing both
transparent and opaque segments within the same language. Vowels
divide into two sets, occuring exclusively after each of two sets of conso-
nants. Isolation of this process is somewhat complicated by loan words
showing no alternation or containing non -native vowels or consonants.

In this paper I will examine vowel- consonant interaction in native
Madurese words. All data are from H.N. Kiliaan (1904), Madoereesch-
Nederlandsch Woordenboek. and Stevens (1968), Madurese Phonology and
Morphology, along with additional data from Stevens (1980), "Formative
Boundary in Phonological Rules."

1. Phoneme Inventory and Description of Harmony

(1) Labial Dental Alv /Retr Palatal Velar Glottal
Stops: Voiced b d d j g

Voiceless aspirated) ph th th ch kh

Voiceless unaspirated p t t c k

Nasals m n ñ O

Fricatives: Voiceless (f) s (s) (x) (h)

Voiced (z) (y)
Glides (w) y2 2

Liquids 1 r

1 Kiliaan (1904) and Stevens (1968) transcribe these as voiced aspirated stops. In
personal communication to Don Weeda and in later publications, Stevens describes
them as voiceless and heavily aspirated; my transcriptions reflect this change.
2 Underlying /y/ is restricted in native words to morpheme final position and may
be derived from vowels due to a disyllabic constraint on roots (see Weeda 1986). Other
[w] and [y] only occur due to a glide formation rule inserting /y/ after non -low front
and /w/ after non -low back vowels before another (different) vowel. Underlying
/y/ and /w/ in loan words often surface as /j/ and /b/ respectively in Madurese.
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The consonant system of Madurese is given in (1), with.non- native
consonants in parentheses. The vowel system of Madurese is as follows,
again with non -native vowels in parentheses:

(2) i u (3) E o alternates with i

(e) a (o) a A

E A O

a

u

In native Madurese words there is a regular alternation between the two
sets of vowels shown in (3) above, with vowels of either set found only
after particular consonants. For the moment I leave open the question of
what feature distinguishes these two sets and simply call the first set [ -F]

and the second [ +F].3 Stevens divides the consonants into three classes and
describes the vowel distribution as follows.

(4) Higher Determinants: voiced stops, voiceless aspirated stops, /y/
not next to an affix boundary and all /w/ (all borrowed); followed
by vowels of the [ +F] set, [i,A,u].
Lower Determinants: voiceless unaspirated stops, nasals, voiceless
fricatives4,5 followed by vowels of the [ -F] set, [E,a,o].
Neutral Determinants: /r /, /1 /, / ?/, /y/ next to affix boundary (all
derived in native words), /s/ next to affix boundary; followed by
vowels of either set, determined by the next preceding Higher or
Lower Determinant.

In addition, the following distributional facts are evident.

Vowels following word initial neutral determinants are [ -F], [E,a,o].
Word- initial vowels are [ -F], [E , a, o] .

Nonalternating /a/ may occur in any position.

3 /a/ is described in Kiliaan (1904) and Stevens (1966) as nonalternating, and in
Stevens (1968) and Stevens (1980) as alternating with /4/. Unless otherwise noted, I
will follow Kiliaan and consider it nonalternating.
4 The behavior of /s /, the only native fricative of Madurese, varies across different
dialects and is discussed separately later in this paper.
5; Stevens cites lack of evidence for not including voiced fricatives (all non -native)
in any of these three groups.
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In the examples that follow, trigger consonants and affected vowels are
shown in boldface. In (5), [ -F] vowels [E,a,o] all immediately follow Lower
Determinants (voiceless unaspirated stops or nasals).

(5) narteg `pointed, well- shaped (descr. of nose)' (K.I,97)6

k ate mate `belly band with metal buckle' (K.I,226)
pot os `definite, certain' (K.II,92)
t ana n `bow, knot, snare' (K.I,304)

Words containing the vowels [i,A,u] are shown in (6). Notice that all vowels
are immediately preceded by Higher Determinants (voiced or voiceless
aspirated stop), and that any effects by Lower Determinants (such as
nasals) are blocked by intervening Higher Determinants.

(6) thnjug `oar' (K.II,136)
phnnchur `quick, fast' (K.II,290)
phinchnt `badly crippled' (K.II, 290)
gundi? `concubine, housekeeper' (K.II,226)

Neutral Determinants /r/ and /1/ are followed by [ -F] vowels [E,a,o] when
no Higher or Lower Determinants precede them, as shown in (7).

(7) lEla `small caliber cannon' (K.II,24)
larog `uninhabited, abandoned' (K.II, 16)

rare `born with a physical defect' (K.I,148)

Neutral Determinants preceded by Lower Determinants, are also followed
by vowels of the set [E,a,o], as in (8).

(8) term `chintz that discolors in washing, fake chintz' (K.I,312)

pole `still, again' (K.II,100)
calerog `spotted' (K.I,122)
nEla `blue dye, indigo' (K.I,99)

6 In the notation of sources, 'K.I' and 'K.II' refer to Volumes 1 and 2 of Kiliaan's
dictionary, with page number; S80 refers to Stevens (1980), also with page number.
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In contrast, notice that in (9), Higher Determinants seem to affect vowels
even across intervening /r/ or /1 /, resulting in [1,A,u] occurring after the
Neutral Determinants.

(9) thurin `a fruit tree' (K.I,286)
b uli `not working well (of a grindstone)' (K.II,325)
b Ali `to return' (K.II,324)
khilirAn `turn (in succession)' (K.II,251)

Examples showing only [ -F] vowels [E,a,o] word -initially are given in (10).

(10) ajAr `insolent' (K.I,63)
apos `rein, bridle' (K.I,58)
othut `to stretch something out' (K.I,36)
ElEk `newborn girl' (K.I,51)

The examples in (11) show that consonants affect the value of vowels even
across intervening /a /. In the first two examples an initial Lower Deter-
minant seems to result in [E , a , o ] across intervening /a /and /1/ or /r /. The
remaining examples show the effects of Higher Determinants across
intervening /a/ and Neutral Determinants resulting in the vowels [i,A,u].

(11) kallot `broom made of coconut husks' (K.I,240)
marra?akhi `to dribble with something' (K.II,71)
pakhallArAn `room where a chief receives officials' (K.II,251)
khallu? `measure' (K.II,249)
a m pharri ?i `to give someone something' (K.II,295)
barrA? 'difficult' (K.II,295)

The distribution of vowels in (7) through (11) suggests that [E,a,o] are
the default vowels; [ +F] vowels [i,u,A] only occur in limited environments,
i.e., only after Higher Determinants (with optional intervening Neutral
Determinants and /a /).
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In the following examples in (12) we see that Higher Determinants
and Lower Determinants can separate vowel domains: [i,A,u] occur only
following voiced or voiceless stops with possible intervening /1/ or /r /;
[E,a,o] occur elsewhere. The last example contains three separate domains.
([ +F] vowels and Higher Determinants are given in boldface.)

(12) nEb uo `an edible root' (K.I,102)
phinaol `a large bird' (K.II,284)
b unto? `tail, tailfin' (K.II,286)
khAlicar `type of fish' (K.II,251)
aththA `type of grass' (K.I,34)
odul `type of fish' (K,.I,60)
sabita `to go sponge off of a rich person' (K.I,451)

Consonants also trigger vowel alternations in vowel- initial affixes across
affix boundaries. The first form in each pair in (13) contains [ +F] vowels
[i,A,u] in the affix following a Higher Determinant in the stem; the second
example in each pair shows [ -F] vowels [E,a,o] in the affix following a Lower
Determinant in the stem. (The alternating morpheme is underlined.)

(13a) khA? +oçkhA -? -An `rising part (of a road)' (K.I,91)
ron +toron -an `falling part (of a road)' (K.I,312)

b) ñEokhA -i `to leave from someone' (K.I,461)
andAtag -. `to come to someone' (K.II,131)

c) kh- um -ilir, kh- um -Elir `to take turns' (K.II,251)7
toron +t- om -oron `to go from generation to generation' (K.I,312)

7 This particular example raises additional questions. Although the infix surfaces
as [ -um -] after the /kh /, there is variation in the surface forms taken by the vowel
following the infix. In the first example, the [i] is predicted if determined before
infixation /tier conflation. In the second form, the [E] may be due to the preceding
Lower Determinant /m /. Such an analysis would suggest that harmony is not an
ordered phonological rule or that the rule reapplies after affixation, contradicting
the behavior of the /1 /, which is not behaving transparently. [E] may also be due to
phonetic lowering of a nasalized vowel (vowels in Madurese are all nasalized after
nasal consonants) or to a post -lexical phonetic `fix -up,' causing the vowel following
the [m] to conform to the phonological generalization.
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There are a few examples of native or nativized words which are dishar-
monic, i.e., the vowels show values not predictable from the preceding
consonants. In such words, vowels to the right of the disharmonic vowel
agree with it with respect to the feature [F].

(14) kaulA, kawulA, kabulA `I, me' (K.I,232)
hArun
hnug
g-iyA-i

`Aaron' (K.I,24); non -native
`sound a dog makes' (K.I,3)8
`to say yes to' (S80,139)

Reduplication in Madurese may involve prefixing a reduplicated final
syllable.9 Although Marantz (1982) describes reduplication as the same
process as affixation and preceding the phonology, in Madurese spread of
[F] must precede copying for reduplication and then be blocked from
reoccuring after tier conflation, as shown in (15) ( " +" is the reduplicative
boundary).10 In the last two examples we see that the [ +F] vowel in the
reduplicative prefix does not affect the initial vowel of the stem. (In some
cases of reduplication, the vowel of the reduplicated syllable is /a /, which
then surfaces with the correct value of [F], as in the first example below.)

(15) a- lAr +khallur
rA ? +tharrA?

rA +khArA

lin +b Ali

dA ? +adA ? -An

a-bA+obA

2.0. Analysis

`to go in and out of the house every time' (K.II,153)
`kind of dove' (K.I,286)
`natural event that foretells something' (K.II,231)

`excess change received in buying' (K.II,325)
`to stand before each other' (K.I,56)
`to keep changing' (S80,140)

The examples above suggest that the value of vowels is determined
by preceding vowels and consonants in the word; i.e., voiced stops and

8 Forms in which a [ +F] [A] follows [h], which could be attributed to aspiration on
/h /, contrast with forms in which [h] is followed by a [ -F] vowel, as in [hams] `bend'
(K.I,26) and [ -h a } 'indifferent' (K.I,1).
9 For discussion of reduplication in Madurese, cf. Mester (1986), Weeda (1987).
10 See Weeda (1987) for arguments that final syllable reduplication occurs via a
parallel tier with subsequent linearization.
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voiceless aspirated stops are followed by the vowels [i,A,u]; otherwise
(after voiceless unaspirated stops, nasals, and in word -initial position),
only the vowels [E , a , o ] occur; after liquids, vowels of either set surface,
depending on the next preceding consonant. Native glides and / ?/ are
derived after the feature [F] is assignedll and underlying glides in loan
words often alternate with the corresponding native voiced stops and are
followed by [ +F] vowels.

That this is a phonological process and not simply a coarticulatory
process of phonetic implementation is shown by the apparent spread of
the feature across intervening neutral consonants. There are two main
questions a successful analysis of this system must address. First, what is
the spreading feature? Whether it is a vowel feature or a consonant
feature, it must be an active part of the feature geometry of both segment
types throughout the harmony process, allowing it to originate from and be
blocked by consonants and at the same time result in vowel alternations
across intervening neutral consonants. To answer this question one needs
to address the problem of identifying the natural class represented by the
set of triggers. The second question is how to represent segments underly-
ingly in a system in which both vowels and consonants actively partake in
harmony with evidence for both non -harmonizing /blocking segments
(Lower Determinants) and non -harmonizing transparent segments (Neutral
Determinants). I will first discuss the issue of representing this process
formally and then discuss the nature of the feature itself.

2.1. Why the consonant classes are natural classes

Descriptions of Madurese divide the consonants into three sets with-
out giving some sort of phonetic or phonological definition of these sets.
Clarifying the features distinguishing them could explain each consonant's
effect on vowels. The most obvious division between voiceless unaspirated
stops and nasals on the one hand and voiced stops and voiceless aspirated
stops on the other hand is that the first set need not be underlyingly speci-
fied for laryngeal features; i.e., voiced and aspirated stops must be under -
lyingly specified for [voice] and [spread glottis], while voiceless stops and
nasals can simply receive the default laryngeal feature (if any) for [ -son]
and [ +son] respectively by redundancy rule. This distinction between
segments whose laryngeal features must be underlyingly specified and
those which surface with default laryngeal features need only be made for
[ -cont] segments.

11 See Weeda (1986).
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Further support that nasals and voiceless stops in Madurese are un-
specified for laryngeal features is a rule neutralizing morpheme -final oral
stops to voiceless unaspirated stops so that only they and nasals occur
morpheme- finally, as shown in (16). A similar rule delinking secondary
features of consonants in syllable final position is proposed in Clements &
Sezer (1982) to explain alternation of velar and palatal /k/ in Turkish.

(16) °that `bellyband' (K,I.60) 0othaththi `to provide with a bellyband'
otEk (no gloss) (K,I.85) tEk- otskhnn `to feel ahead before stepping'

Aspiration of stem -final consonants before vowel- initial suffixes may
be due to aspirated release of these consonants at close morpheme boun-
daries. In affixes, only nasals and voiceless unaspirated consonants occur,
agreeing with cross -linguistic generalizations that affixes contain a subset
of the phonemes of a language and that this subset makes fewer feature
distinctions. The only exception to this is the causative suffix /- akhi /.

On vowels, we have seen that [ +F] only occurs after precisely those
consonants which must be underlyingly specified for laryngeal features;
[ -F] vowels, however, occur after consonants with no underlying laryngeal
specification and also in word initial position. This agrees with the earlier
observation that [ -F] is the default value for vowels and suggests that
spread of some feature associated with underlyingly specified laryngeal
nodes of consonants results in [ +F] on vowels.

We must still distinguish among sonorant consonants: opaque nasals
and transparent liquids (both redundantly voiced). If harmony is the
spread of some node to an adjacent segment on the same tier which is
blocked by any representation on that tier12, then transparent segments
must be less specified than opaque but non -spreading segments. Opaque
Lower Determinants carry an intermediate specification, i.e., only a laryn-
geal node; harmonizing Higher Determinants are additionally specified for
the harmonizing feature; and transparent Neutral Determinants are unspe-
cified for a laryngeal node. In other words, all consonants except liquids
(and presumably glides) underlyingly have a laryngeal node.

If one specified vowels as the target of a rule spreading terminal
laryngeal features, one would need to explain why spread of [voice] from
consonants to vowels would result in a different vowel than when [voice] is
assigned to vowels by redundancy rules. Also, vowels following aspirated
consonants are not described as being more breathy than other vowels.

12 The definition of locality assumed in this paper is that two segments are adjacent
with respect to a feature if the nodes immediately dominating the feature are
adjacent.
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I propose that the spreading feature is a vowel feature surfacing as a
secondary feature on consonants, just as secondary velarization and
palatalization of consonants in Turkish (Clements & Sezer (1982)) has been
shown to condition vowel harmony.

2.2. Underlying Representation and Rule

Since the effects of the spreading feature do not correlate with any
particular place of consonant articulation (such as [ +round] with labial,
[ +high] with dorsal, or [ +1ow] with guttural), but rather with specific laryn-
geal features of obstruents, I propose that the feature be dependent on the
laryngeal node of consonants. Consonants with no specification for a
laryngeal node [1,r, ?] have neither a landing site for a spreading feature [F],
nor can they be specified for [F] to block (or trigger) spread. Further I
propose that this feature is dependent on the presence of terminal
laryngeal features, ruling out specification of [F] on nasals and voiceless
unaspirated stops.

Vowel laryngeal node specification must either be underlying (for
spread of [F]) or derived (for spread LAR). Allowing underlying specifi-
cation for a laryngeal node distinguishes vowels from transparent conso-
nants, which are unspecified for a laryngeal node. I will assume that [F] is
on the laryngeal tier for vowels but is normally not underlyingly specified;
for consonants, [F] is on the laryngeal tier but is predictable from the
presence of terminal laryngeal features. A representation of the segments
of Madurese as far as laryngeal and [F] specification is concerned follows.

(17) [ATR]
[vce]

[S.G.]

LAR

[ -cont] c -
Root

- ----
- or c.

---r-
N.

' 1 `l
- -̀

Triggers: Aspirated
voiceless stops and
voiced stops

Opaque segments: Vowels
Voiceless stops
and Nasals

Transparent
segments:
[l,r, ?]

Transparent /a/ would be, like transparent consonants, completely
undesignated for laryngeal features and distinguishable from them by
supralaryngeal features. That schwa is completely underspecified is
further supported by it being the epenthetic vowel in Madurese. (If schwa
alternates with [], it would be specified as for vowels above.)
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Rule (18) is a feature filling rule spreading a feature [F] rightwards to
vowels. This rule follows affixation, but precedes reduplication. (19) shows
application of the rule with regard to opaque and transparent segments.

(18) [F] Spread (19) [ATR

[VCE]/

[F] [S.G.]

LAR 1% LAR

l Root

V Cg V

[ATR]
[VCE]/
[S.G.] '

% c
%

`J
1

. I
V CN V

*a) Spread to CL (Lower Determinant) is blocked because CL does not fit
the structural description of the rule target. Spread to CL is not
blocked by locality if one allows the vowel to be a trigger after it has
received the feature from the preceding CH.

*b) Spread from CH (Higher Determinant) to Vowels across intervening
CL is blocked by conditions of locality, i.e., the laryngeal nodes of the
trigger and target are not adjacent.

c) Spread across CN (Neutral Determinants) is not blocked by locality
since the laryngeal nodes of the trigger and target are adjacent.

In the following derivations in (20), a) shows non -application of the
rule in words with Lower Determinant consonants; b) shows application of
the rule in words with consonants having underlyingly specified laryngeal
features, i.e., [Spread Glottis]; c) shows non -application of the rule in forms
with vowels preceded only by Neutral Determinants; d) shows application
of the rule rightwards across intervening Neutral Determinants.

[ATR]

Vls
.

VAR
]/[S.G.] . j

Root / 1 . JV / J ! / J Y
(20) a) n a r t Eg b) ph i n ch A t

`pointed, well-shaped' (K.I,97) `badly crippled' (K.II, 290)

[ATR]
[VCE] /[S.G.]
LAR
Root

c)

. i l l' Ll )/ ...
l a r o 0 d) p a kh a 1 1 A r A n
`uninhabited, abandoned' `place where a ruler holds
(K.II, 16) audience with officials' (K.II,251)
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In words with disharmonic vowels, vowels may be underlyingly specified
for [F], which then spreads as above according to the rule given in (18).

[ATR]

' I

[VCE]/[S.G.]

's
i

LAR
JRoot 1 Y

(21) h A r un `Aaron' (K.I,24) i A `yes' (S80,139)

The form in (13c), repeated in (22), shows that spread must occur before
tier conflation to derive the proper values of vowels in infixed forms. If
infixation occured before spread, we would expect incorrect *k h- u m -E 1 E r.

(22)

[S.G.]

LAR

Root

kh ilir kh-um-ilir

Recall that [F] does not spread across reduplication boundaries. (23a)
simply shows that reduplica -tion must follow spread. In b) we see that
spread of [F] does not reapply across the reduplication boundary to affect
the stem -initial vowel.

[ATR]
` tlit[VCE]/[S.G.]

LAR 1

Root 'l'i
(23) a) th a r r A ? rA?+tharrA? b) a - o b A a-bA+obA

`kind of dove' (K.I,286) `to keep changing' (S80,140)

3. The Behavior of the Fricatives

Madurese has only one native fricative, /s /, which is opaque in mor-
pheme- medial position and followed by the vowels [E,a,o], as shown in
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(24A) below. In standard Eastern Madurese, morpheme -final /s/ is
transparent to spread of [F], as shown in (24B).13

(24) A. morpheme -medial /s/
bAssa `wet' (K.II,320)
phAsa `language' (S80,138)
thuson `irritable' (K.II,132)
gasp `overdue' (K.I,230)

B. morpheme -final /s /14
ka- phnkhAs -An `beauty' (K.I,355)
a- khkrrus -sAkhi `to iron (ben.)'(S80,139)
E-ka-billAs-i `be pitied' (S80,139)
pa- t las -an `prior dwelling' (K.I,336)

For some speakers of Eastern Madurese, however, morpheme -final
/s/ is opaque and followed by [ -F] vowels; for speakers of Western Madu-
rese, this /s/ may be optionally transparent or followed by a [ +F] vowel.

We can treat opaque /s/ as an obstruent for which voicing is distinc-
tive but unspecified for unmarked values, allowing it to be underlyingly
specified for a laryngeal node. (Laryngeal nodes must be then be underly-
ingly specified for [ -son] or [ -cont] or both.) If final laryngeal neutraliza-
tion on /s/ removes the laryngeal node itself, morpheme -final /s/ would
be transparent to any spread of [F], as is the case in standard Eastern and
some Western Madurese dialects. When /s/ is opaque, neutralization, as
with the other obstruents, removes only terminal laryngeal features, of
which there are none for /s /. In Western Madurese dialects, where
morpheme -final /s/ is optionally triggers the feature [F] on following
vowels, it seems that the aspiration at close affix boundaries affects /s/
also, not surfacing perceptibly but still triggering the feature [F] on the
following vowel. Representations of morpheme -final /s/ are given in (25).

(25)

Morpheme -final [F]
([S.G.)]
LAR
Root

E. Madurese E. Madurese
Standard D. nonstandard

.
or

W. Madurese

1 or

13 Stevens (1968) describes all /s/ at affix boundaries as neutral; however, mor-
pheme- initial /s/ is always followed by [ -F] vowels, even when preceded by a prefix:
m a -s an a? , `to consider oneself someone's blood relative' (K.I,380); s s n at, `clear,

bright' (K.I.381); sprat, `letter' (K.I,393). Since prefixes in this language contain
only Lower Determinants, it is unclear whether morpheme- initial /s/ is transparent.
14 Stevens (1980) transcribes [a ] alternating with [1] for these examples. An initial
/s/ in the suffix is due to a rule of gemination and is not part of the underlying form.
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Stevens (1968) notes that in Standard Eastern Madurese, voiceless
fricatives (including borrowed ones) behave similarly to voiceless unaspi-
rated stops in that they are followed by [ -F] vowels. This follows naturally
from the fact that these need not be underlyingly specified for laryngeal
features and further suggests that voiced fricatives, which must be speci-
fied for voice, would pattern with voiced stops and be followed by [ +F]
vowels. It would be of interest to see whether borrowed fricatives in mor-
pheme -final position in the various dialects behave similarly to stops with
like laryngeal features or whether they vary across dialects, similar to /s /.

4. The Feature [F]

The feature [F] distinguishing these sets of vowels seems to be [ATR].
One might object that alternations between mid and high vowels and low
and mid vowels suggest that the active feature is [high].15 A further ob-
jection might be that [ATR] distinctions, at least in Bantu systems, are most
evident in mid vowels and least evident in low vowels; this is contradicted
by Madurese, in which low vowels do alternate. However, in examining
languages with reported [ATR] alternations, none have as small an under-
lying vowel system as Madurese. With only three contrasting vowels (four
if /a/ alternates) and only two underlying height values, each vowel has a
larger range within the vowel space across which it can vary.16

How would a secondary [ATR] feature surface on consonants?
Perkell (1969) found that expansion of the pharynx necessary for the
production of voiced stops was achieved through advancement of the
tongue root and that "tense" vowels (which seem to correspond to the
[ATR] vowels of Madurese) were also accompanied by advancement of the
tongue root. This suggests a relationship between voiced stops and [ATR].

15 A process spreading [high] would be difficult to state formally. Spread of [ +high]
would result in alternations of [a] with high vowels rather than with the higher
central mid vowel [A]; spread of [ +low] would predict alternations of non -low vowels
[i /s ] or [u /o ] with the low vowel [a]. Spread of [ -high] or [ -low] would have no effect
on any vowels not having the positive value of those features since they would be
redundantly specified for the negative value of the other feature. One is left with the
option of spreading some feature such as [Higher] or [Raised]. A height harmony
system such as this one would be expected in particle theories of phonology, where
spread of A- particles would result in the observed alternations.
16 Parallel effects from uvulars on adjacent vowels in 3- vs. 5 -vowel systems are
described in Elorrieta (1991). In languages with small vowel inventories, uvulars
seem to cause lowering of these vowels over a wider range than in larger vowel
systems; i.e., in Aymara, underlying /a,i,u/ alternates with [to ,£,D] next to uvulars.
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However, voiceless aspirated stops, according to Perkell, are not ac-
companied by any expansion of the pharynx or tongue root advancement.
There are two possibilities for explaining their behavior with the voiced
stops. Gregerson (1976) suggests that variations among registers in certain
Mon -Khmer languages contrast `normal' auditory impressions vs. `abnor-
mal' auditory impressions. These register distinctions can be described in
terms of tongue root with some languages contrasting [ +ATR] (deep or
breathy pharyngeal resonance) with [ -ATR] (normal voice), and other lan-
guages contrasting "[ +ATR]" (normal voice) with "[- ATR]" (pharyngealized
voice, actually retracted tongue root). In fact, in the Mon -Khmer languages
Gregerson discusses, vowels are distributed in relation to consonants simi-
larly to their distribution in Madurese. Although no description of Madu-
rese suggests that the aspirated consonants are produced with breathy
voice, they do show abnormal laryngeal qualities distinguishing them from
normal voiceless stops (this essentially is a restatement of the fact that
they are specified for a marked laryngeal feature for oral stops).

A second possible explanation for a relation between voiced and
voiceless aspirated consonants comes from historical evidence. Nothofer's
(1975) reconstruction of Proto -Malayo- Javanic concludes that the voiceless
aspirated stops of Madurese are reflexes of PMJ voiced stops. He further
refers to a paper by Prentice, "Yet Another PAN phoneme ?," (1974) which
suggests the presence of a voiced fricative series in Proto- Austronesian, of
which the Madurese voiced stops are reflexes. Thus both voiced stops and
voiceless aspirated stops in Madurese may be derived from earlier voiced
obstruents and, retaining some marked laryngeal feature, are underlyingly
marked with a secondary feature such as [ATR].1 7
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